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The Rules Will All Be Broken
Alan Doyle

I know this song doesn t actually have guitar in it, but I did my best to find 
chords that would sound good. Hopefully I did a decent job. Enjoy!

-Standard Tuning-

-No Capo-

-The chords are played as follows:-
B:  032010
G#m: x02210
E:  133211
F#:  320033

[Verse 1]
    B              G#m
Our story is not a simple one
   E       F#      B
It started long ago
(B)                    G#m
Oh it s sad to leave a song unsung
        E          F#        B
When it could have made the show

[Chorus]
         G#m                E
Come and follow me oh with footsteps free
            F#                   B
Through the sun light and the snow
       G#m                        E
We ll cross the line, and we ll take our time
                       F#             B
The rules will all be broken when we go

[Instrumental]
E, F#, B (x3)

[Verse 2]
There ll be sorries said
And tears to shed
That s the cost of you and me
In the bended vows
That our time allowed
The glimpse of what could be

[Chorus]
Come and follow me oh with footsteps free
Through the sunlight and the snow



We ll cross the line, and we ll take our time
The rules will all be broken when we go

[Bridge]
G#m  F#           E                  B
 I know in the moments that were stolen
         G#m               F#            B
That we found ourselves another way to go
G#m      F#       E                 B
And so let the harshest words be spoken
      G#m                F#             B
If it gets us down this long forsaken road

[Verse 3]
You and me we never seemed
To leave well enough alone
Now I find your hand in mine
And I guess we ve always known

[Chorus]
Come and follow me oh with footsteps free
Through the sunlight and the snow
We ll cross the line, and we ll take our time
The rules will all be broken when we go

[Outro]
    E                 F#            
The rules will all be broken,
    E                 F#   
The rules will all be broken,
    E                 F#              B
The rules will all be broken when we go. 

[End on C]


